Learn from the various circular experiments of ProCirc pilots and how they solved challenges. The ProCirc project has developed several tools and activities to experiment with, implement and learn how circular procurement can boost a circular economy. Have a look at them and see how they can benefit your region.

**DISCOVER the project’s results**

- **Publications**
  Access to project outcomes through 8 professional publications

- **Circular procurement toolbox**
  Discover tools and methods to integrate circularity in all procurement stages

- **Pilot case studies**
  Learn from the various circular experiments of ProCirc pilots and how they solved challenges

**JOIN project activities**

- **Procurer to procurer learning action programme**
  Join our webinars organised to foster collaboration and to share lessons and experiences learnt among procurers

- **High level policy learning group**
  Get involved in the European Circular Economy Stakeholder Platform leadership group on procurement coordinated by ProCirc partners and gain visibility for your procurement action

- **Communities of practice (COPs)**
  Take part in the transnational COPs which bring together procurers and suppliers to collaborate, learn from each other and inspire new circular procurement activities

**DO NOT MISS upcoming actions**

- **Circular procurement framework guidance**
  Get to know how organisations can incorporate circular procurement in their own policies

- **Organisational Change**
  Be inspired on how to motivate internal stakeholders and achieve organizational change

- **C-PRONE**
  C-PRONE is set up as a permanent platform for exchange and connection to establish a one stop starting point for everybody engaged in projects and networks about circular procurement

**More?**

northsearegion.eu/procirc/ Register to the project Newsletter and don’t miss the project updates!